
 

 

APPROVED 11/24/2020 

LIBRARY BOARD OF TRUSTEES  

October 27, 2020 

 

ATTENDEES 
Library Board Members:  Chairperson Kate Garrahan; Vice Chairperson Bonnie Rogers; 

Trustees Jill Harper, Mark Jensen and Heather Martin Maier 

 

Library Staff:  Library Director Amy Dodson; Library Supervisors Julia Brown and Laura 

Treinen; Administrative Services Manager Veronica Hallam, Clerk to the Board 

 

County Staff:  Deputy District Attorney Carey Rosser  

 

 

THE MEETING CONVENED AT   10:06 A.M. 

 

 

1. PUBLIC COMMENTS.  
 

Chairperson Kate Garrahan asked for public comment.  Veronica Hallam stated that no public 

comment voicemail has been received. 

 

Hearing no public comment, public comment was closed.  

 

Chairperson Garrahan introduced recently appointed Library Trustee, Heather Martin Maier.  

The trustees and staff introduced themselves and welcomed Trustee Martin Maier.  Director 

Amy Dodson introduced the board’s new representative from the District Attorney’s office, 

Deputy District Attorney Carey Rosser. 

 

 

2. APPROVAL OF PROPOSED AGENDA. [Action]  

 

Vice Chairperson Bonnie Rogers stated that Agenda item #5 should read (in part) “…staff to 

make recommendations for the boards review…” because only the board can approve policy. 

Deputy District Attorney Carey Rosser recommended to frame the motion to address that 

concern as opposed to amending the actual text in the agenda.  Vice Chairperson Rogers asked if 

it’s not a problem that the action item is different than what the board might take afterwards.  

Deputy District Attorney Rosser replied that it would be consistent with the way it is phrased 

here because the board is giving staff direction to make revisions to the policy and bring it back 

to the board for review.   
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MOTION/VOTE: 

Vice Chairperson Rogers made a motion to approve the agenda.  Trustee Mark Jensen made a 

second and the motion carried unanimously.   

 

 

3. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE SEPTEMBER 30, 2020 REGULAR 

MEETING. [Action] 

 

MOTION/VOTE: 

Trustee Jensen made a motion to approve the minutes of the September 30, 2020 regular meeting.  

Trustee Jill Harper made a second and the motion carried unanimously.  

 

 

4. For possible action.  DISCUSSION AND REVIEW OF BUDGET PERFORMANCE 

REPORT SUMMARY AND GIFT FUND SUMMARY. [Action] 

 

a. 9/30/2020 

 

Director Dodson stated that the library is at the end of the first quarter for this fiscal year which 

puts the library at 25%.  She indicated that the library is under budget in every category; Salaries, 

Benefits and Services and Supplies and that the library has been very conservative with its 

spending this year.  She stated that there hasn’t been any major purchases other than COVID 

related purchases.  Director Dodson answered a question raised in the last board meeting in 

regards to the library’s Gift Fund balance and noted that the current balance of the Gift Fund is 

close to $32,000 but has not been carried over into the new fiscal year.  She explained that the 

countywide audit has not been completed yet and that is why the transfer has not taken place.  

She stated that once the audit is complete the library can transfer the funds from the last fiscal 

year into the current fiscal year.   

 

 

5. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE DIRECTION FOR STAFF TO MAKE REVISIONS 

AND/OR ADDITIONS TO LIBRARY POLICIES. [Action] 

 

Director Dodson stated that the document that was included in the packets indicates the policies 

that she recommends for revision; more policies can be added.  She noted the policies that were 

revised within the last seven years and have not changed aren’t as high a priority for updating as 

the older policies.  Chairperson Garrahan went down the list of policies for discussion. 

 

1. Animals in the Library 

 Vice Chairperson Rogers stated the board can discuss this policy when they reach 

Agenda item #8. 
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2. Collection Development 

 Chairperson Garrahan asked Director Dodson if the cost for replacement of 

material is still the same or does it need to be updated and Director Dodson 

replied that this policy was last revised in 2015 and needs to be updated. 

 Chairperson Garrahan asked if the 3D pens are included in the overall policy and 

Director Dodson answered that they are part of programming and not part of the 

circulating collection. 

 Chairperson Garrahan asked if the library often gets requests for the re-

consideration of material and Director Dodson answered not often, maybe 5 in the 

last six years and it is part of this policy. 

 Vice Chairperson Rogers noted that before Amy began working with the library 

there were questions about the collection development policy and disputed 

material but they were resolved because we had the policy in place. 

 

Vice Chairperson Rogers stated that rather than go over each policy in this meeting and decide 

what needs to be changed, can Amy make her recommendations on what changes need to be 

made in each of these policies.  Director Dodson stated she was going to do that but based on the 

discussion from the last meeting the board was going to decide which policies they would like 

revised at this meeting and Amy would bring back those revisions at future meetings.  She 

indicated that she would look at each of the policies and give recommendations but she would 

like the board to give her direction on which policies they would like revised or added.  Trustee 

Jensen agreed with Vice Chairperson Rogers that as part of this discussion Amy should bring 

forth her recommendations on each of the policies but also consider other policies that the 

trustees would like to have changed.  With that said Chairperson Garrahan continued going 

through the list of policies for discussion. 

 

3. Community Meeting Room 

 Director Dodson stated that that policy was just updated last year.  There was no 

discussion. 

 

4. Computer and Internet Use 

 Chairperson Garrahan noted that on page 3 of this policy it states that patrons can 

use a floppy disc and asked if the computers are capable of that and Director 

Dodson answered no.  The policy needs to be updated. 

 

5. Confidentiality of Library Records 

 Chairperson Garrahan noticed on page 2 of this policy it states that the Public 

Services Coordinator is next in line in the absence of the Library Director and 

asked if that is a position that exists anymore and Director Dodson answered it 

does but it doesn’t follow the library’s chain of command.  The title of this 

position is different but it does still exist. 

 Chairperson Garrahan stated that the position should match what is on the org 

chart. 
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6. Cooperation With Other Libraries and Agencies 

 Director Dodson indicated that not much will change with this policy and stated 

that it is mandated by the State Library that we have this policy.  She noted that 

because it’s been seven years the policy deserves another look. 

 

7. Detention Facilities – Materials Collection 

 Director Dodson stated that this policy is very out of date and changes so 

frequently because China Spring is constantly changing its list of appropriate and 

inappropriate reading material.  She stated that the policy is far too specific that it 

would have to be updated every year and that a more general policy would cover 

those facilities.   

 Chairperson Garrahan noticed that China Spring’s form has cross outs which is 

odd to have in a policy and the Youth Services Librarian’s name is incorrect and 

needs to be changed. 

 Vice Chairperson Rogers asked if the library still has a policy and still works with 

the Lake Tahoe Juvenile Detention Facility and Amy answered the library still has 

books at the facility that the library refreshes periodically.  It is covered in this 

policy but she and the trustees can change it to update to the current practices.  

 

8. DCCA-TV Equipment 

 Director Dodson stated that the library no longer has this equipment, it was turned 

over to the county so this policy can be removed. 

 

9. Electronic Email 

 Chairperson Garrahan suggested adding in the policy that the trustees have been 

provided with a county email address and to also change the wording on how the 

passwords are assigned and how they can be changed. 

 

10. Exhibits and Displays 

 Director Dodson stated that this policy is out of date and that the library does 

handle the displays a little differently now so the policy does need some 

refreshing. 

 

11. Gifts 

 Director Dodson explained that at the time this policy was written the library had 

more than one account for gifts but now the library doesn’t so this policy needs to 

be updated. 

 

12. Hazardous Conditions 

 Director Dodson stated that this policy was just updated last year but it was noted 

that Chairperson Garrahan’s and Vice Chairperson Rogers’ copy of this policy is 

dated 2008.  They will be sent the current update. 

 

13. Interlibrary Loan 

 Director Dodson commented that even though this policy is old nothing has really 

changed and is not a priority.  This policy is required by the State Library. 
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14. Library User Suggestions and Grievances 

 Chairperson Garrahan noted that because it states in the policy that the board can 

be addressed, the trustees county email should be added. 

 

15. Patron Conduct 

 Director Dodson stated that this policy needs to be updated. 

 

16. Reading History 

 Director Dodson indicated that the policy in place is still current and doesn’t need 

to be updated at this time. 

 

17. Registration of Patrons 

 Director Dodson noted that there have been no changes to this policy. 

 

18. Unattended Children 

 Director Dodson stated that this is an old policy but is still the policy the library 

follows and does not need to be revised at this time. 

 

19. Work Week and Holidays 

 Director Dodson stated that this policy is updated every year and that every 

November the board votes on holidays. 

 Chairperson Garrahan noted that in the policy it states that on the eve of the 

holiday the library closes at 5:00p and asked if there is a lot of foot traffic in the 

library during this time and if staff was okay with the library staying open so late.  

Director Dodson answered that the library can close earlier and that by late 

afternoon there are no patrons.  

 Chairperson Garrahan suggested staff shouldn’t be there on the eve of a holiday if 

there is nothing happening in the library. 

 Director Dodson stated that this is something that she can change when she 

presents the holidays next month. 

 

Chairperson Garrahan stated that these are all of the policies and asked if anyone had anything 

else to add.  She asked if Amy will bring back the proposed changes next month.  Director 

Dodson answered yes and asked if the board would like them all at once or to spread them over a 

couple of meetings.  Vice Chairperson Rogers stated it’s going to take some time and suggested 

over the next couple meetings.  Chairperson Garrahan asked if the trustees would like Amy to 

bring back the ones she has and then agendize a couple of them.  Vice Chairperson Rogers 

suggested Amy put on the agenda the policies she’s recommending to change.  Director Dodson 

stated that that would be twelve policies including the holiday policy and suggested that she can 

do half of them now and half in December without specifying particular ones unless the trustees 

wanted to see some go first.  Trustee Jensen stated that he encourages Amy to prioritize the 

policies that she feels are more pressing than others and bring those forward first but in the end 

whatever is decided is fine.  Vice Chairperson Rogers and Trustee Harper agreed.  Chairperson 

Garrahan asked if Amy will then bring back the policies she feels are the most important in 

November and then the others in December.  Director Dodson answered yes and that it will 

probably be half and half.  Before closing this item Director Dodson asked Deputy District 

Attorney Rosser if the board needs a motion and an action to erase the DCAA-TV Equipment 
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policy since it was determined that the equipment was outdated and defunct and had been 

removed from the library.  Deputy District Attorney Rosser answered that the board could do 

that next time but wasn’t sure if the board had to do it by resolution or by motion to get rid of it 

altogether and she would like to address this next time so she can check to make sure it’s done 

right.     

 

 

6. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE ACTION ON REVISIONS TO THE LIBRARY’S 

MISSION STATEMENT, WHICH STATES: THE MISSION OF THE DOUGLAS 

COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY IS TO PROVIDE A WIDE RANGE OF LIBRARY 

MATERIALS, SERVICES, AND PROGRAMS TO MEET THE INFORMATIONAL, 

RECREATIONAL, AND CULTURAL NEEDS OF THE CITIZENS OF DOUGLAS 

COUNTY. [Action]  

 

Vice Chairperson Rogers commented that she was asked by a community member if the library 

had a mission statement and when she looked through the handbook she could only find it in the 

collection development policy.  She stated that the mission statement should be in the front so 

people can find it quickly.  Director Dodson noted that the statement is on the website.  Vice 

Chairperson Rogers stated that she would like to change “…a wide range of library materials” to 

possibly “a comprehensive collection” or just “a collection of library materials…”  Chairperson 

Garrahan stated “educational needs” and “trained staff” be added as well.  Vice Chairperson 

Rogers suggested “qualified staff” rather than “trained staff”’.  Trustee Jensen stated that “the 

citizens” should be changed to “all residents”.  Director Dodson stated that she could make the 

suggested changes and bring them back to the November meeting as well as put the mission 

statement on the home page of the library’s website.  Vice Chairperson Rogers asked if the 

mission statement can be made as one of the policies in the handbook and Director Dodson 

answered yes it can be put at the beginning as it’s the mission statement that guides all of the 

policies.  The trustees agreed that the phrase “wide range” be changed to “comprehensive 

collection”.  Director Dodson recapped the changes:  Instead of “wide range” it will say 

“comprehensive collection”, add “educational needs” and “qualified staff” and change “the 

citizens” to “all residents”. 

 

 

7. DISCUSSION OF THE LIBRARY’S LONG RANGE PLAN, AND PLANNING FOR 

2021. [Action] 
  

a. Review of Goals in current Long Range Plan. 

b. Discussion on possible continuance or updates to Goals and Long Range Plan. 

c. Review of sample Plans from Nevada State Library. 

 

Director Dodson indicated that the first page for this agenda item is the summary of the Long Range 

Plan and stated that in last month’s meeting it was discussed what the board would do with a new 

Long Range Plan or whether or not to continue with the one the library already has and for how 

long.  She noted that the process to do a new Long Range Plan takes at least six months which 

means the library wouldn’t have one for 2021 and that this is something the board needs to decide 
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on.  Chairperson Garrahan asked if the board needs to decide to continue with the current Long 

Range Plan and sometime next year work on the six month process of updating it.  Director Dodson 

answered that that is one option and stated the board can decide today or at the next meeting to 

leave it the way it is for whatever period of time the board prefers and then next year or whatever is 

determined, the board can work on a new Long Range Plan.  Director Dodson recommended to 

extend the current plan for two years but work on the new plan next year and hopefully finish before 

the two years are up.  Vice Chairperson Rogers agreed with Amy’s recommendation and stated that 

there isn’t enough time within the next month to do a strategic plan for five years or ten years.  She 

noted that the other plans that were presented went through what are the library’s weaknesses and 

strengths and the opportunities which is in the library’s current Long Range Plan as well and to 

work on that will take some time.  She indicated that the board extend the plan for two years and 

then start working on developing a strategic plan almost immediately.  Trustee Martin Maier stated 

that there should be some kind of review of what actually transpired and what was accomplished or 

not accomplished versus the stated goals in the original plan during that ten year period.  She noted 

that the original plan had some very ambitious ideas and was really looking forward into the future 

with emerging technology.  She indicated that it would be a good idea to do a recap of goals versus 

results and that might provide a foundation for setting realistic goals and objectives in the coming 

plan.  Chairperson Garrahan stated that when the board does look at it Amy can let the board know 

where the library was lacking and how prepared the library was in response to COVID and that the 

board can include moving forward having things in place in case another emergency event happens.  

Trustee Martin Maier stated there was a lot learned since that started and a lot that we hoped to have 

learned but may have not come to be in quite the same timeframe expected and that there were other 

things that might have been simpler that might have gotten lost along the way and other things came 

forth that we weren’t expecting to do.  She noted that it would be nice to tie this all up in a bow and 

say this was our plan, this is what we wanted to do, this is what we did and this is what we learned 

and use that as a springboard for doing another more robust planning in a timeline that makes sense.  

Chairperson Garrahan asked if the board wants to make a motion to extend the plan that the library 

already has for a year or two and work actively next year starting in January on getting a five year 

plan in place.  Trustee Martin Maier stated she would like to start in January if the board can include 

as part of that work a comprehensive review as a basic building block.  She noted that she wouldn’t 

feel comfortable starting on something new unless the board knows where they’ve been and how 

they’ve done.  Vice Chairperson Rogers indicated that a strategic plan starts at where you are and 

what you’ve done and where you want to go with that.  She noted it takes time to set out your 

weaknesses and strengths and that reaching out to the community will help to determine the 

weaknesses and strengths.  It is a major process.  Director Dodson stated that the board may need 

consulting and help with this process which she strongly recommends and that the State Library or 

UNR are both good resources and the board can work with them.   

 

MOTION/VOTE:  

Vice Chairperson Rogers made a motion to approve the current Long Range Plan for the next two 

years.  Trustee Harper made a second and Chairperson Garrahan, Vice Chairperson Rogers, and 

Trustees Harper and Jensen voted in favor of the motion.  

  

Trustee Martin Maier stated that she isn’t sure how to vote on this because she feels the motion 

should say extend it for two years but start planning in 2021.  She asked if there has to be a second 

motion.  Director Dodson stated that there can be a second motion because the way the agenda item 

is written it states that the board would plan for 2021 and that Trustee Martin Maier can make a 
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second motion that the board would begin work on a certain date or in a certain month.  Chairperson 

Garrahan stated that the board can do what they did with the Nevada State Online Trustee Training 

to have it on every agenda so the board can address some portion of it each month that the board 

meets.   

 

MOTION/VOTE: 

Trustee Martin Maier made a second motion that the board will work on the Long Range Plan 

starting in January of 2021 and it will be included on every agenda so the board can work on it each 

month.  Trustee Harper made a second and the vote carried unanimously.      

                

  

8. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE RECONSIDERATION OF THE PREVIOUS BOARD 

ACTION TO PERMIT PILOT PROGRAM, IN WHICH THE LIBRARY WORKED 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH ANIMAL SERVICES AND ALLOWED ADOPTABLE 

ANIMALS TO BE IN THE LIBRARY ON A TEMPORARY BASIS. [Action] 
 

Director Dodson stated that she included in the packet an excerpt of when the item was brought 

before the board in November of last year.  Vice Chairperson Rogers noted that in the last few 

months she has had contact from several people in the community that stated they did not like the 

policy because of allergies of children and adults who come into the library and then COVID hit 

and that made it more serious for people.  She stated that there were articles and letters to the county 

manager and that people shouldn’t be concerned coming into the library that they will encounter a 

cat or any animal that they are allergic to.  She indicated that there is a policy about animals in the 

library in the handbook that wasn’t looked over when the board considered this.  She stated that the 

board should rescind that they are going to keep animals in the library for adoption and noted that 

she doesn’t need more adverse comments from the community about the library.  Trustee Jensen 

asked Amy about the status of the program and Director Dodson answered that the last cat was 

adopted in March just before the library closed and that the library has not had any cats since that 

time.  Chairperson Garrahan stated that she did some research after seeing letters to the editor about 

having cats in the library and said that libraries that do this appease the public’s concern by having 

more extensive janitorial services done for the library.  She noted that with the janitorial services 

going up this year she doesn’t see where the library can put more janitorial costs on the library to 

allow for cats to be present.  She stated that she didn’t realize that cat allergies are so prevalent and 

that they affect people differently than other allergies.  She indicated that she agrees with Bonnie 

that the library does have a policy that states the library won’t have animals unless they are service 

animals and that after Baker & Taylor the program would go away to have them and noted the 

library has to give the patrons what they want.  Trustee Harper asked if there is another alternative 

to get cats homes.  Chairperson Garrahan stated that she thought the library can put them on 

Facebook or Instagram or if Animal Services has the capability to provide video or post pictures 

indicating that this is what is available through Animal Services.  Director Dodson commented that 

the library can include it on the website and social media but would have to check with Animal 

Services to confirm this.  She noted that another option would be to have a one day or two day 

special outdoor adoption event during good weather.  Director Dodson will speak to Animal 

Services to see what options there are and discuss it at the next meeting.  Vice Chairperson Rogers 

stated that the pilot program was to run for six months and noted that the six months are up and we 

would no longer run the program.  Trustee Harper commented the library could do it in an 

alternative fashion.  Chairperson Garrahan asked Deputy District Attorney Rosser if the board has to 
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give action on the previous action that the board took since it is on the agenda and Deputy District 

Attorney Rosser answered that that would be her recommendation based on how it is phrased on the 

agenda.  

 

MOTION/VOTE: 

Vice Chairperson Rogers made a motion to discontinue the pilot program in partnership with 

Animal Services for the adoption of cats since the program has expired.  Trustee Harper made a 

second and the motion carried unanimously.           

 

 

9. DISCUSSION OF BUDGET PRIORITIES, IN PREPARATION FOR FISCAL YEAR 

2021-2022 DECISIONS. [Action]  

 

Director Dodson stated that she hadn’t heard about any budget deadlines but considering past 

fiscal years the preparation for upcoming fiscal year budgets have started in November or 

December and now would be a good time to discuss priorities.  She noted that the library board 

only meets once a month and has to vote before submitting to Finance which doesn’t give the 

board a lot of time.  Vice Chairperson Rogers indicated that she asked to have this on the agenda 

and to discuss in October because when Finance requests supplementary budget items the board 

isn’t caught by surprise about items that were submitted that the board did not approve or were 

not a priority to the board.  She asked if Amy could go through this year’s budget and with the 

reduction discuss what had the greatest impact other than collections which she stated would be 

her number one priority.  She stated that the board needs to request funding for current budget 

items and request funding for new items if they are needed and in order for the board to take 

some time to think about the budget they need to be ahead of it.  Director Dodson reminded the 

board that in the past the board had to submit things on a placeholder basis and has never 

submitted anything without the board’s approval.  She stated that sometimes the deadlines don’t 

match up with the board’s meetings so when Finance asks to submit something Amy will give 

them some preliminary information and add that the board has to vote on those items before they 

can be considered a real request.  She noted that Finance is flexible when it comes to items that 

the library board needs to vote on and understand that the board has to go through a process 

differently than other departments.  She added that this agenda item was originally on the agenda 

as a discussion item but it was later changed to an action item.  Chairperson Garrahan stated that 

her priority is the bookmobile but knows that until restrictions are loosened it can’t be back on 

the road.  Director Dodson noted that there is still a one person limit restriction on work vehicles 

but if any of the restrictions or mandates change operations for the bookmobile could change but 

noted that there is no money in the budget for the bookmobile and that funds would have to be 

reallocated to get it back on the road.  Vice Chairperson Rogers noted that Program Underwriting 

is in deficit and Amy explained that the library needed to use it and that money can be moved 

around at the end of the year so that it balances.  Vice Chairperson Rogers asked if this can be 

brought back in November and asked Amy if there are any new funding requests she would think 

about.  Director Dodson answered not right now, until she takes a closer look at the budget and 

asked if the board would like to add anything.  She noted that she would like to get the board’s 

input on that.  Chairperson Garrahan asked Amy if there’s any word on the frozen positions that 

the library is waiting to fill and Amy answered that she will be going to IRC Wednesday to ask 

about that because the county is now past the first quarter and the library should have new 

revenues coming in, and if the library’s revenue is higher than predicted it might help open up 
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the frozen positions and may even add funds to services and supplies.  She noted that there is a 

mandate in place that the library get a certain percentage of sales tax and if the sales tax is higher 

than what the county predicted for the fiscal year the library would automatically get that money 

without having to request it and the library would augment the library’s budget with those funds.  

Vice Chairperson Rogers indicated that she would like to put into capital projects an expansion 

to the building.  Director Dodson stated that if that is something the board would like she can 

begin doing research before the budget process starts.  She noted that the expansion could be 

added into the strategic plan and indicated that in some of the strategic plan samples the board 

received, a couple of the libraries added into their strategic plan that they would expand their 

facilities.  Director Dodson stated that if the library should get extra revenue she would 

recommend for next year to do what the board members have already identified by adding funds 

to the collection, book mobile and any other outreach services, and capital.  Trustee Harper asked 

if there is any other way to get more money through bonds and Director Dodson answered yes 

and that she could talk to the CFO about that and noted that the CFO did tell her that the library 

could acquire debt and so the library could seek out funds that way as well as through donations.  

She stated that an expansion of the library could be funded by more than one source or sources 

other than our capital budget and noted that there are other options for the type of funding the 

library could use.  Trustee Harper stated that it would be beneficial for Amy to start looking at 

numbers and possibilities so the public knows what they’re looking at if we’re asking them for 

money and Director Dodson stated that gathering this information takes a lot of time and 

requested that the board give her until December rather than November to report on that.  Trustee 

Harper stated that at the December meeting the board can look at possibilities for expanding the 

library and getting estimates so the board can move forward to get donations and any kind of 

extra money. 

 

MOTION/VOTE: 

Trustee Harper made a motion to identify the expansion of the library as a budget priority and to 

look into funding options.  Trustee Jensen made a second and the motion carried unanimously.  

 

Vice Chairperson Rogers stated that if the county is going to ask us for supplementary budget 

requests the board can discuss in the November meeting what the board would like to see in the 

library other than just the expansion. 

 

 

10. UPDATE ON VACANT POSITIONS AND RECRUITMENT OF LIBRARY STAFF. 

[Discussion] 
 

Director Dodson stated that the recruitment phase has ended for the one vacant position and a 

candidate was chosen.  This candidate choice will be taken to IRC for approval and then an offer 

will be made.  She noted that the other vacant positions are still frozen. 

 

 

11. LIBRARY DIRECTOR’S MONTHLY REPORT ON LIBRARY OPERATIONS AND 

STATISTICAL REPORTS FROM STAFF. [Discussion]  

 

The monthly report and statistical reports are attached and made a part of these minutes. 
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Referring to the statistical report Director Dodson stated that the library’s circulation numbers 

particularly in ebooks and electronic downloadables check outs are very high considering the 

library’s current limited hours and commented that she expected the numbers to be much lower 

and is very happy with these results and that the library is doing an outstanding job considering 

all of the challenges that the library has to overcome.  Director Dodson noted that the Law 

Library’s legal data base, Westlaw, is now available through the library’s website for free due to 

the library not being fully open and the public not having full access to the building.  She stated 

that the vendor extended this courtesy and the library has had 3 months of free access through 

our website and patrons have access as well, with or without a library card.  Trustee Martin 

Maier congratulated the library on their stats and the consistency of the numbers from year to 

year and referring to the statistical report asked if it is possible to get the next level of detail 

down on some of the items as the library moves forward in preparing for the Long Range Plan.  

She suggested that for check outs get some broad categorizations of fiction, non-fiction, 

reference, etc. that would help to give a better idea of what the usage is and what the library’s 

priorities would be in the future in terms of the library’s dollars and programs.  She stated it 

would be useful to have some high level demographics on patrons; if they were seniors, adults, 

or children and trends over time.  She commented that the statistical report is excellent and that 

the new detailed stats can be added as supplementary material to the report.  She noted it would 

be helpful as the library goes into this window of planning if the major categories mentioned in 

the report could be broken down into more detail so the library can learn more about how many 

people are using online databases.  She asked if adding this new detail is feasible and if it would 

take a lot of time and effort with the constraints the library has.  Julia Brown stated that she can 

run reports on collection based statistics on fiction vs. non-fiction, audiobooks, etc.  This would 

take a lot of time but it can be done.  She stated that in the past each month was brought a 

different section that the board focused on for example, one month would be databases and the 

next month would be collections and she can bring the new information forward that way or if 

Trustee Martin Maier would like something specific she could provide that as supplemental as 

well.  Director Dodson added that the data can be broken down into age group; adults, teens and 

children.  Trustee Martin Maier suggested providing a detailed report on a quarterly basis and it 

was concluded that that is how it will be done moving forward starting in January.            

 

 

12. CLOSING PUBLIC COMMENTS.  

 

Chairperson Garrahan asked for public comment. Veronica stated that no public comment 

voicemail has been received.   

 

Hearing no public comment, public comment was closed.   

 

 

THE MEETING ADJOURNED AT   11:38 A.M. 


